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STOCKTON FOLK DANCE CAMP – 2017 – FINAL (7/30/2017) 

Gaul-Gavkhe - გაულ გავხე 
 

 (Svaneti, Georgia) 

 

This dance is a perkhuli (round dance with a choir) from the Svaneti region of Georgia. Perkhuli are 

dances mostly accompanied by singing. One could say that, in this case, the dance is accompanying the 

song, instead of the song accompanying the dance. 

This perkhuli is danced to the song Gaul-Gavkhe, which tells of the tragic fight of one of Svaneti’s 

highest and most beautiful villages, Khalde, against Russian intruders from Lechkhumi (southeast of 

Svaneti). Khalde was surrounded, but the defenders did not give up, and all were killed. The song is 

recounted from the point of view of a young boy. 

The music comes from an older ritual song.  

Pronunciation: GAH-ool GAHV-kheh Translation: Name of a boy 

Music: 2/4 meter Georgian Folk Music and Dances 2017, Track 5 

Formation: Open circle of dancers facing center. Arms are away from the body, elbows slightly 

bent, forearms next to neighbor. Feet are shoulder-width apart. Maintain a proud 

stance. 

Meas 2/4 meter Pattern 

2 meas  INTRODUCTION. No action. 

 I. SLOW PART. 

1  Sway L to L (ct 1); sway R to R (ct 2). 

2  Sway L to L (ct 1); hold (ct 2); lift R (unstressed movement) (ct &). 

3  Heavy step R sdwd (ct 1); sway L to L (ct 2). 

4  Turn diag to face CCW, and step R fwd (ct 1); lift L (ct 2). 

5  Step L in front of R and face ctr (ct 1); low kick with R with pointed toe, then 

circle CW to place (ct 2) 

6  Step R to R (ct 1); low kick wth L with pointed toe, then circle CCW to place 

(ct 2). 

 II. FASTER PART. (when music changes) 

1  Heavy step R diag fwd (ct1); step L fwd (ct 2). 

2  Step R diag fwd (ct 1); hold (ct 2). 

3  Step L bkwd (ct 1); hold (ct 2).  

  ENDING 

1  Step R to R (ct 1); hold (ct 2); close L to R when singing stops. 

 

Sequence:  Fig I nine times; Fig II meas 1-2, 16 times, then Ending. 

 

  Presented by Caspar Bik 
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Gaul-Gavkhe — continued  

 

Lyrics 

 

Transliterated: 

Gaul-gavkheda chovlui zverlikhivo risisha  

lashgara gaul-gavkhe 

Translation: 

The fighters have come from Lechkhumi. 

They want Khalde to surrender. 

Khalde refuses. 

The Lechkhumi nobles discussed the situation. 

I saw how bravely the people of Khalde fought. 

Momi and Tazi were among the best. 

Johan and Chargaz were even better. 

I saw how bravely the people of Khalde fought. 

Gaul-gavkheda khemtsui kulekhivo  

sopela khaldesa gaul-gavkhe 

Gaul-gavkheda uariasi khat'kheivo  

sopela khaldesha gaul-gavkhe 

Gaul-gavkheda ivzi i ralekhivo 

lechkhvmasha vargara gaul–gavkhe 

 

Gavikhede iezars ishialkh khaldesh ghvazhar 

Gavikhede chid machenamd momi tazi 

Gavikhede echun khochaamd jokhan chargaz 

Gavikhede iezars ishialkh khaldesh ghvazhar 

(voo). 

Georgian (Svan) 

გაულ–გავხედა ჩოვლუი ზვერლიხივო რისიშა ლაშგარა გაულ–გავხე 

გაულ–გავხედა ხემცუი ქულეხივო სოფელა ხალდესა გაულ–გავხე 

გაულ–გავხედა უარიასი ხატხეივო სოფელა ხალდეშა გაულ–გავხე 

გაულ–გავხედა ივზი ი რალეხივო ლეჩხვმაშა ვარგარა გაულ–გავხე 

 

გავიხედე იეზარს იშიალხ ხალდეშ ღვაჟარ 

გავიხედე ჩიდ მაჩენამდ მომი თაზი 

გავიხედე ეჩუნ ხოჩაამდ ჯოხან ჩარგაზ 

გავიხედე იეზარს იშიალხ ხალდეშ ღვაჟარ (ვოო). 

 

 

 

  


